Taser Blueguns : Taser X2 w/ HD Camera

Taser X2 w/ HD Camera

Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price:
Sales price: $47.95

Ask a question about this product

Description
From The Manufacturer:

A safe alternative to live firearm training
Ring’s Manufacturing crafts the most detailed, accurate, and extensive line of “Firearm Simulators” on the market today. All of our products are inert detailed replicas of actual weapons designed for Law Enforcement and Military Training.
Each product is made with strong, impact-resistant polyurethane with steel reinforcement. This prevents bending and flexing while maintaining the detail, handling and balance of the actual weapon they represent.
Each gun is fabricated in "Law Enforcement Blue" - the most recognized safety color
in the world. Ask for “BLUEGUNS ", a realistic & safe alternative to using live firearms in training situations.

Ring's Blueguns are used in training classrooms and ranges all over the country. They have excellent detail. These are a great way to help students learn grip and stance without having a live firearm in their hands. Blueguns are a great way for instructors to demonstrate techniques in the classroom and on the range. Blueguns are a great way to practice drawing a firearm from a concealed holster without having to go through the hassle of unloading a firearm.
Blueguns are very popular in the holster making industry as well. The attention to detail makes these "firearm simulators" a great tool for forming and molding leather, and thermoplastic holsters. We have sold these Blueguns to holster manufacturers all over the country.
From the Manufacturer:

Glock has recently issued a new contract with Ring's Manufacturing Inc. (BLUEGUNS) to manufacture Glock Blueguns as we have been doing for the past 10 years. This new contract states that Glock restricts the sale of Glock Blueguns to the public. We are restricted to selling Glock Blueguns to the police, military, trainers, police distributors, or holster manufacturers. We ask that our customers abide by these rules and refrain from offering Glock Blueguns to the public on the Internet, publications or general catalogs. We apologize for the inconvenience and appreciate your support.

If you are an instructor, or holster manufacturer, we can sell the Glock Blueguns to you. We ask you to help us adhere to this policy, Email us your request to This email address is being protected from spambots. You need JavaScript enabled to view it. // . We will make the needed arrangements to allow you to purchase the Glock Blueguns.
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